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ABSTRACT 
 
Traditionally double seals have been used for low pressure 
applications when nitrogen gas at pressure higher than process 
was available for sealing. Double seals were not applied to 
low pressure processes where process contamination by 
nitrogen was not permitted.  
 
In these cases application of the process gas for sealing in a 

double seal was considered “unsafe” and the preference was 
given to a tandem seal. 
 
In recent years this approach has been re-evaluated and 
additional steps to insure safety in case of a secondary seal 
failure undertaken.  Since both tandem and double seals can be 
used for applications with sealing pressure below 
approximately 40 bar, what benefits are to be gained by 
double seal application?  
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Double seal arrangement, among other things, allows for 
system simplification and more reliable operation, significant 
reduction of sealing gas volumes, prevention of seal reverse 
pressurization and shorter in-between the bearings shaft span. 
A possibility of secondary seal failure and prevention of 
uncontrolled process gas emission can be addressed in a 
variety of ways - from incorporation of flow restriction to 
utilization of separation seal as safety seal.                                                                                  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Tandem Seal Systems: 
 
Tandem seal configuration consists of two single seals in 
tandem arrangement. Newer, reduced emission configuration 
also incorporates an “intermediate” labyrinth between two 
seals (Fig 1). In tandem seal configuration, the sealing gas is 
supplied between the process side seal and primary.  Source of 
the sealing gas is usually compressor discharge. The gas 
undergoes quality conditioning (liquids and particulate above 
3 micron are removed, temperature maintained to 20oC 
superheat) and volume or pressure regulation by the support 

system (Fig. 2). The sealing gas is injected into the seal.  A 
small amount of gas (1 to 2 %) leaks between the seal faces 
with the remaining volume flowing through the process side 
labyrinth into compressor cavity creating a barrier that 
prevents dirty process gas in compressor cavity from entering 
the seal. Primary seal leakage enters the primary vent cavity 
where it is directed into the primary vent by flow of inert gas 
applied to secondary seal supply.         
 
The primary vent is monitored for the leakage volume; the 
latter being indication of the seal health.  The secondary seal is 
pressurized by inert gas and its leakage leaves the seal via 
secondary vent that contains the above mentioned leakage and 
part of separation seal leakage, i.e., just inert gas. 
Traditionally, the secondary vent has not been monitored. 
Recent requirements for the secondary seal monitoring 
necessitate in some cases placement of flow monitoring 
devices in the secondary vent. To prevent bearing oil 
migration, a separation seal is employed between the dry gas 
seal and an oil bearing. Separation gas is usually an inert gas 
or air. 

 
 

 
Fig-1 :  Tandem Seal with Intermediate Labyrinth and Separation Seal 
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Fig-2 :  Tandem Seal support system 
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Double Seal Systems: 
 
Double seal configuration consists of two seals in back-to-
back arrangement (Fig 3.).  

 
Fig-3 :  Double Seal 

 
In double seal configuration, conditioned sealing gas (liquids 
and particulate above 3µ are removed, temperature maintained 
to 20oC superheat) is supplied between two seals.  

 
 
The seal supply leaks between the faces of both seals and exits 
towards the process (primary seal leakage) and towards the 
vent cavity (secondary seal leakage).  
 
As the primary seal leakage is very small, to keep the seal free 
of contamination, a roughly conditioned buffer gas (liquid and 
particulate above 10 µ removed) is supplied into the cavity 
between primary seal of the double seal arrangement and 
process side seal (usually a labyrinth). Buffer gas is regulated 
to provide a flow through the process side seal into the 
compressor cavity at a velocity of about 5 m/s. As all the 
sealing gas exits the seal in the form of the leakage, health of 
both seals in double seal arrangement is monitored by the 
pressure or volume of sealing gas supply. Vent flow 
monitoring is optional. A double seal support system is shown 
on Fig 4a and 4b. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig-4a :  Double Seal support system with Nitrogen as Seal Gas Supply 
 
 
 
 

Fig-4a :  Double Seal support system with Process Gas  as Seal Gas Supply 
 
 
 
 

Fig-4a :  Double Seal support system with Nitrogen as Seal Gas Supply 
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Fig-4b :  Double Seal support system with Process Gas  as Seal Gas Supply 
 
 
Seal Application: 
 
In applications where the sealed (process) gas is hazardous or 
poisonous, industry standards require a compressor seal to 
contain a secondary or back up seal in case of primary seal 
failure.  Both tandem and double seal consist of primary and 
secondary seals and are compliant with this regulation.  
 
Current seal design allows utilization of the tandem seal 
arrangement for the pressures of up to 650 bar. Tandem seal 
performs well in applications where the sealing gas is properly 
conditioned and seal reverse pressurization is avoided. 
Reverse pressurization of the seal occurs when the pressure on 
the OD of the sealing faces is below pressure on ID, i.e., 
sealing gas supply pressure (Psg) is less than vent pressure 
(Pv) (Fig 5.) Applications most prone to seal reverse 
pressurization are low pressure applications where suction 
pressure is similar in magnitude to the vent pressure. In these 

applications precaution has to be taken to avoid reverse 
pressurization. 
 

 

 
 

Fig-5 :  Pressures acting on Dry Gas Seal 
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Due to a small volumetric consumption of the sealing gas, gas 
supply to the double seal can be provided at a pressure much 
higher than the sealed (suction or flare) pressure, thus enabling 
a significant buffer against reverse pressurization. This 
differential provides an ample warning range, should either 
primary or secondary seal fail and sealing pressure cannot be 
maintained.  It also provides effective means of secondary seal 
monitoring. Rotating sealing faces of a double seal are placed 
in “back to back” position. This design and a small quantity of 
available cooling gas (seal leakage) that passes through the 
seal limits dissipation of heat generated in shear of the sealing 
gas. As a result, common applications of double seals are 
limited by pressure to around 35 to 40 bar. It is essential to 
keep in mind that double seal arrangement is shorter in length 
than a tandem and requires 4 ports compared to 5 for Tandem 
with an intermediate labyrinth. Thus, this seal is ideal for oil 
seal retrofits. 
 
Nitrogen has been traditionally used as a sealing gas for 
double seal application. Due to the purity of the gas, seals that 
use Nitrogen as a sealing medium are expected to fail less than 
ones sealed with the process gas. Since a small amount of 
nitrogen seal leakage enters compressor cavity, double seal 
with nitrogen seal supply cannot be used in processes that are 
completely nitrogen intolerant. Majority of other processes 
can easily tolerate injection of one to two normal cubic meters 
per hour of nitrogen. 
 
 
 
In recent years double seals have been used with the process 
gas as a sealing medium. In what cases such application 
becomes beneficial?                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  
Double Seal Failure Scenarios: 
 
Currently the main reasons behind tandem seal application for 
sealing low pressure process are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Process incompatibility with N2 injection 

2. Assumption that failure of the secondary seal in 
double seal configuration sealed by process gas 
would lead to process gas ingress into bearing cavity 
and then into atmosphere. 

 
To overcome issue number 1, one should consider application 
of the process gas as a sealing medium. To illustrate proposed 
solution, let’s consider a propylene refrigeration compressor 
with atmospheric suction, 20 bar discharge and vent routed to 
the flare system with maximum pressure of 1 bar. Compressor 
shaft under the seal is 225 mm. 
 
Double Seal Application:  
 
For double seal application seal supply pressure is selected to 
be 3 bar, 2 bar higher than greater of suction or maximum 
flare pressure. Since the discharge of the compressor is 20 bar, 
it can be used as source of sealing gas for a double seal 
pressurized at 3 bar. Assuming that seal guaranteed leakage is 
30 Nl/min @ 3 bar, total seal gas supply at a shutdown 
condition would be 300 Nl/min @ 3 bar (2 seals at 30Nl/min x 
5 x guaranteed leakage, which is the HH alarm - shutdown 
value).  
 
In case of the issue number 2, let’s keep in mind that 
separation seal (close clearance carbon ring bushing) is rated 
at 8 bar. This seal supplied by nitrogen via differential 
pressure regulator with a sensing line connected to the vent 
would insure that supply pressure to the separation seal is 
always higher than the pressure in a vent cavity. Thus, the 
process gas that ingresses into the vent cavity during normal 
operation and the in a case of the secondary seal failure will be 
directed into the seal vent connected to the flare.  
 
Double seal supply lines should be designed for the seal 
supply flow of a maximum of 300 Nl/min @ 3 bar. Utilizing 
conservative approach to line sizing: 0.75” seal gas supply 
pipe splitting into 0.5” individual seal lines will be required 
and filter sized to 300 Nl/min flow. The buffer gas flow to 
achieve the velocity of 5 mps through the process side 
labyrinth would be around 220 Nl/min @ atmospheric 
pressure. 
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Tandem seal application:  
 
Let’s assume that guaranteed seal leakage for 225 mm seal @ 
3600 rpm and 2 bar pressure is 20 Nl/min. Setting shutdown 
flow in the primary vent at 100 Nl/min + 100 Nl/min of N2 = 
200 Nl/min flow. 200 Nl/min at mean specific gravity at 
shutdown would build a differential pressure of 0.5 bar going 
through the metering orifice plate. That means that to avoid 
reverse pressurization, maximum expected pressure in the seal 
gas supply cavity should be higher than a sum of dP across the 
orifice, cracking pressure of the check valve and maximum 
flare pressure, i.e., 1.7 bar. To prevent reverse pressurization 
at a worst possible scenario - maximum flare pressure 
associated with deteriorating primary seal leakage, a pressure 

higher than 1.7 bar would have to be created in a seal gas 
supply cavity (See Figure 5). To build that pressure in the seal 
supply cavity, a flow of 300 Nm3/hr (5000 Nl/min) will be 
required at nominal clearance of the process side labyrinth. 
The flow doubles if double open clearance, as per relevant 
industry standards, is assumed. To keep gas velocity in a pipe 
below 50 m/s, a 3” pipe will be required up to a split into 
individual seal supplies, which then reduces to 2”. The 
compressor seal supply ports would also have to be at least 2” 
in diameter. The filter canister and element will have to be 
sized for the flow of 1200 Nm3/hr.  
 

 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Let’s compare the results of Seal Gas Flow Comparison  Tandem seal Vs Double Seal.side by side:  
 
 

 Tandem Seal Double Seal 
Flow though sealing gas supply system (filters, control valves, 
isolation valves, etc.)  [Nm3/hr] 

 
1200 

 
18 

Line size before individual seal supply split 3” 0.75” 
Line size of individual seal supply line  2” 0.5” 
Sealing gas supply port size > 2” > 0.5” 
Buffer Gas Supply Volume [Nm3/hr] N/A 13.2 
Bearing Cavity / Atmosphere Isolation from the process gas in case 
of a catastrophic seal failure 

 
YES 

 
YES 

 
Table-1 : Seal Gas Flow Comparison  Tandem seal Vs Double Seal. 

 
 
Therefore, application of double seal with process gas being 
used for sealing offers significant advantages over tandem 
seal. The benefits are smaller support systems and compressor 

ports, smaller recirculation and thus better compressor 
efficiency and prevention of possibility of seal reverse 
pressurization.   

 
 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
mm         = Length 
bar  = Pressure        
Nm3/hr  =  Flow         
µ  =  particle size in micron 
m/sec     =  velocity     
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